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FIRST THEOLOGY PROGRAM TO FOCUS ON U.S. CATHOLICISM
SET TO MAKE ITS DOCTORAL DEBUT AT UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON
DAYTON, Ohio- By its nature, the University of Dayton's new doctoral program in
theology will be distinctive, say University faculty members, because it focuses on a largely
unstudied field: the theology of the U.S. Catholic experience.
"There's 250 years of the U.S. Catholic experience and it's not been tackled, not studied or
probed systematically, from a theological perspective," said M. Therese Lysaught, assistant
professor of religious studies and acting director of the department's graduate studies program.
"U.S. Catholics are different from Latin American, European or African Catholics because
of the confluence between our Catholicism and our Americanism," she said. "But we are also not
homogenous." Immigrants from various countries brought w ith them varying traditions, which
came together to form an American experience, she said.
The new four-year program is the first of its kind in the country, said Terrence W. Tille;y,
chair and professor of religious studies at UD, noting that a well-known program at the University
of Notre Dame is focused on the history of American Catholicism, not theology. The first five
students will begin studies this fall, and the program will eventually support 12 students.
"Our program is intentionally collaborative," he said. "It's being run in the religious studies
department, but we will engage faculty in history, sociology, other social science departments,
probably education, English.... " The list is expandable, he said, and, for students,
"conversations" with these collaborating faculty will affect the way theological convictions are
articulated and understood in the U.S. context.
The program will feature visiting professors such as M. Shawn Copeland, associate
professor of theology at Marquette University and a leading expert on the African American
religious experience, who has committed to a semester term at UD during the 2000-2001 academic
year. Scheduled this fall are two visiting professors. Fordham ethnographer Michael Cuneo, author
·'

____/ of controversial book, The Smoke of Satan, and St. Mary's College (Emmitsburg, Md.) theologian
William Portier, who has published extensively on U. S. Catholic theology, will help inaugurate the
program.
Tilley said he believes that the UD program holds "a real possibility of finding an
alternative to the unhappy divisions between theological conservatives and theological
progressives" by steering a cautious but firm course between two often-polarized approaches to
-over-
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· theology. "Our program will take the disciplines of the academic study of religion to be supportive
of theology. In the United States, many people engage in secular acaderrtic study of religion and are
overtly or covertly opposed to a faith commitment shaping that study.
"The hierarchy and others have antipathy toward these 'godless' or 'uncommitted' studies.
We attempt to see these disciplines as a hub with theology at the center," Tilley said.
In addition, Tilley sees the opportunity to incorporate new ways of doing theology offered

by some Hispanic and feminist theologians who, he said,." take popular religion seriously, which,
to be honest, few theologians do."
Mary Brown, who will join the doctoral program as a student after earning a master's
degree in theological studies from UD, appreciates the program's focus. "I've lived through some of
the changes in the church since Vatican II, and I want to try to understand the U.S. Catholic
experience through those changes," she said.
Brown, formerly assistant to three provosts at UD, has focused on the 1960s as the subject
of her master's thesis and intends to extend her reseatch in that time period for her dissertation.
She has concentrated on an episode in UD's history when philosophy and theological studies
faculty members were accused of teaching subjects that were contrary to the teachings of ~he
Catholic Church. After the University investigation (and a public declaration of conscience 01;1 the
then-local Phil Donahue radio program) the Cincinnati archbishop became involved. Ultimately, no
faculty were sanctioned.
"It was a time when the role of philosophy in the church was changing, but the issues raised

during that controversy are still central," Brown said. "What is Catholic identity, and what does it
mean to be a Catholic university? What is the relationship of a Catholic university to the church
hierarchy? These are the same issues that bishops are considering now with Ex Corde Ecclesiae."
Lysaught said UD's program will emphasize two approaches, "the historical, meaning who
we have been, and the theological. By looking at the concrete ways people have lived their lives, we
can figure out what they believed. This is a necessary first step to overcoming divisionsunderstanding the perspective of the other and how different beliefs have coexisted historically.
And, as such, research in this program aims to serve the church."
This, she said, is "different from how theology is done anywhere else. It resonates with
_. Cardinal Joseph Bernardin's Catholic Common Ground Project. He realized Catholicism in·the
United States is very diverse but the goal is to be a community that embodies diversity."
The University of Dayton is the largest private University in Ohio and among the 10 largest
of more than 200 accredited Catholic colleges and universities in the nation. Details about the
doctoral program can be found at http:/ /www.udayton.edu/ -relstudy /PhD_index.htm.
-30For media interviews, contact Terrence W. Tilley at (937) 229-4321 or via e-mail at
tilley@checkov.hm.udayton.edu, M. Therese Lysaught at (937) 229-2079 or via e-mail at
lysaught@checkov.hm.udayton.edu and Mary Brown at (937) 229-2611 or via e-mail at
brownm@udayton.edu.

